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Abstrakt

Cı́lem této práce je zpráva z absolvovánı́ individuálnı́ odborné praxe, která proběhla ve
firmě Tieto Czech, s.r.o. v časovém obdobı́ 50 dnı́. Úkolem bylo najı́t veřejné zdroje WMS a
statistické údaje z Finska a také vyvinout webovou GIS aplikaci. Největšı́ pozornost v této
práci je věnována vývoji webové GIS aplikaci, která byla vytvořena s použitı́m volného a
otevřeného softwaru. Samotná aplikace byla vytvořena s využitı́m webových technologiı́,
kde je využit GeoServer a PostGIS pro uloženı́ prostorových dat. Výsledkem práce jsou
zkušenosti zı́skané z vývoje aplikace a také výsledky ze závěrečného posouzenı́ aplikace.
Ty naznačujı́, že vyvinutá aplikace je dobrým úvodem do GIS, a že zı́skané poznatky lze
využı́vat v budoucı́ch projektech.
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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to go through the practical work training that was carried
out in Tieto Czech s.r.o. during a time period of 50 days. The tasks for the training were
to find public WMS and statistical data sources from Finland as well as to develop a GIS
web application. The most focus in the thesis is given for the development of the GIS web
application, which was developed using free and open source software. The application
itself was done using web technologies and it utilized GeoServer and PostGIS database
for spatial data. The results of the thesis are the experience gained from the application
development and the results from the final assessment of the application. The results
imply that the application development was a good introduction to GIS and that the
gained knowledge can be leveraged in future projects as well.
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Nomenclature

GIS – Geographic Information Systems
WMS – Web Map Service
WFS – Web Feature Service
POI – Point of interest
API – Application Programming Interface
PHP – Hypertext Preprocessor
CSS – Cascading Style Sheets
SLD – Styled Layer Descriptor
JSON – JavaScript Object Notation
HTML – Hyper Text Markup Language
HTTP – Hypertext Transfer Protocol
HTTPS – Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
DOM – Document Object Model
XML – Extensible Markup Language
GML – Geography Markup Language
SQL – Structured Query Language
PL/SQL – Procedural Language/Structured Query Language
AJAX – Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
UI – User interface
OOP – Object-oriented programming
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1 Introduction

During the time period of 4th of October 2012 to 26th of April 2013 I carried out my
practical work training in Tieto Czech s.r.o. I was tasked as a project to develop a GIS
web application using open source software and development environment. I was also to
produce the documentation regarding the project. Besides the web application I was also
tasked to find public WMS and statistical data sources from Finland. The first chapter of
the thesis introduces both Tieto and the unit I was in during the training. Second chapter
briefly describes the tasks that I was given and in the third chapter I will go through the
given tasks in more detail. The fourth chapter goes through what skills and theoretical
knowledge I acquired during the training period. The fifth chapter lists what skills and
knowledge I was missing in the beginning and during the training period. The final
chapter focuses on the results of the practical training period. The results being the GIS
web application and the experience gained from the development.
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2 Specification of the professional orientation of the company
and the students occupation

I did my practical training in Tieto Czech s.r.o, which is the subsidiary of Tieto PLC
based in Finland. The training was done in service center located in Ostrava, Czech
Republic. Tieto is a well-known IT service company, whose core market area is the
Nordic Countries, especially Finland and Sweden. Tieto offers services for the whole
IT service lifecycle for number of different fields of industry and business from social
and healthcare services to forest industry. The growth in the core-markets is based on
strong and long lasting customer relationships in these countries. This has made it
possible for Tieto to understand their customer’s core business processes well, which has
contributed to gaining knowledge in number of different business and industry areas.
This will enable new customer relationships in the future as well. To make sure that
future customer demand can be met, Tieto has set its strategy for the following years to
guarantee availability of services for whole IT-service lifecycle. This is done by making
acquisitions in consultation and integration services. Tieto only focuses on market areas
where it has the possibility of being in the top three of IT-service providers. In global level
Tieto focuses on its Product Engineering Services and aims to achieve a globally strong
position in this area. Product Engineering Services is one of the bases for Innovation and
for future growth in Tieto.

My title during the practical training period was a Business Intelligence Trainee. The
BI unit focuses on providing statistical analyzing tools for businesses to understand the
massive amounts of data that is being generated. Understanding of this data helps to
identify how business is being run and where improvements are needed and what areas to
focus on. Providing informative data can be also done in the form of maps and geographic
information systems.
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3 Tasks during the practical training

During the course of the training I was given three main and a several smaller tasks. Out
of these tasks the most important one was the development of GIS web application. The
idea was to create a web application, which would display user provided information
on an interactive map that would be informative to other users using the application.
The project would have the following requirements regarding the implementation of the
application:

• The application would utilize OpenLayers JavaScript library, which enables an
implementation of an interactive map canvas for users to interact with and to
display spatial data.

• Application users could input information on the application which would be dis-
played on the map as raster images or as vector graphics, such as points.

• The application should have some commercial idea behind it. Example for the idea
was an application in which users can warn other users of roads in poor condition,
or other hazards at user given locations.

• Only free and open source development tools would be used on the project exclud-
ing the operating system, document creation tools and software, which is required
by Tieto employees to use.

The web application development was set to highest priority, because it was seen as
the best way to improve my skills and knowledge in the field of software development.
The time period spent for this task was the whole training period, which lasted in total
50 days during a 7 month time period where each week I spent two days at Tieto. Second
task for the training period was to find free public WMS providers from Finland. It was
required that the provided services were released under a license that would allow the
WMS to be utilized by Tieto in customer projects. Also the service providers had to be
reliable, meaning the source was trusted and had a high availability during all hours of
day. This task was set to last the whole training period as well, but in such way that
the first 3 weeks were spent actively finding WMS sources after which the task would
continue as a secondary task where I would add new sources to the list if I came across
any. The third main task was to search for public and free statistical data sources from
Finland that could also be utilized in future customer products. The requirement for
accepting a data source, besides it being utilizable in customer products, was that the
data could be linked to a real-life location on a map. Example data source being an excel
sheet, which has statistical data about population structure of a city or municipality listed
in columnar format. For each entry in the sheet the link to location would be name of
the municipality or city and/or coordinate points if provided. This task would follow
the same time schedule as the task for finding WMS sources, meaning three weeks were
spent on this task actively, after which the task continued in the background.

The additional smaller tasks given during the practical training were mostly docu-
mentation tasks regarding the GIS web application development and its management.
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The tasks were given by the project manager when the web application development
reached a point where the tasks became relevant. The additional tasks are listed below in
the order they were received during the application development.

1. Learn the use of Subversion

2. Create a project description

3. Create a risk list

4. Create a time schedule

5. Create a relational data model of the database

6. Create an architecture image of the used technologies

Each of the tasks above was for the most part done in a period of two week, after
which we reviewed the results in the weekly meeting. If some improvement suggestions
were raised during the review I was to implement them for the next meeting. This cycle
continued until the task was seen appropriate by the project manager and then approved
as completed.
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4 Description of tasks and technical specifications of the project

4.1 GIS web application

4.1.1 Application description

During the training period I developed a GIS web application, which provides information
about businesses and their ongoing campaigns in my home town. The application was
designed to have three different user groups. First group is normal users who use the
application for browsing businesses. Users can search for businesses on the map canvas
using a filter to specify what businesses are displayed according to their business category,
which was for example clothing. Users can also use the search tool to locate specific stores
by providing name or address for the business they are searching for. Points on the map
can be clicked, which will display an information window about the business and its
current campaign. The second group is owners who can register to the service and add
their own businesses on the map as points of interest. The owners can add information
about their businesses for the customers to see and add campaigns to their businesses.
The information for them is displayed in a popup information window that is displayed
when a business is selected. The owners also have the ability to edit the information of
their businesses and move the location of owned businesses if needed. The final user
group is the admins group. The admins manage registration of new users and manage
the already registered users by editing the user information. The user information is the
information about the user itself and the information about businesses and campaigns
owned by the user. The admin can also delete users and user businesses on the map and
relocate them if needed.

4.2 Creating the map layers

I created the map layers for the application using Quantum GIS Desktop, which is an
Open Source Geospatial Foundation software project that is free to use and open source.
I needed to create a map of my home town that would consist of map layers for roads and
streets, buildings and parks and a raster image layer, which would be a high resolution
aerial image of the town. I found the necessary data to create these layers from the
National Land Survey of Finland. The data could be downloaded in the form of shapefiles
or raster images and they all were free to use in both private and commercial projects. A
shapefile is a set of files that contain the data for geospatial features. The data consists of
the attributes, geometries, indexes and the projection used for a feature set. A geospatial
feature can be for example an important land mark that is displayed as a vector shape
such as point on a map. All the landmark features could be saved in a shapefile and
each landmark would have a coordinate set linked to it and a list of attributes specific to
that point, such as the name of the landmark and the name of the country it is located
in. All the landmarks in the shapefile would have indexes for quicker accessing. A raster
image is a bitmap image, which is composed of pixel cells where each cell represents
information, such as elevation from the sea level.
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Once I had all the necessary data found and downloaded, I could begin creating the
map layers. I imported the downloaded shapefiles in to GQIS Desktop and removed all
un-necessary attributes, which were not required for the web application. From the roads
shapefile I had to merge together road types to save time in the layer styling process,
because of the amount of road types that were technically identical to each other. I used
attribute based styling so I could style each road type according to its type value. The
buildings and parks data was in a single shapefile. This was not a problem, because the
buildings had “building” and parks had “park” as attribute values for identifying what
they were. This meant that I could also use attribute based styling for them. When I
had all the layers styled the way I wanted them to be I exported them as SLD files. A
SLD file describes the styling used for the features in a map layer using XML markup. It
was necessary to import styles as SLD files, because the server I used for rendering the
shapefiles only supports SLD styling.

4.3 Publishing of Web Map Service

To have my application use the layers I had created previously, I had to have a server capa-
ble of providing Web Map and Web Feature services. For this purpose I used GeoServer,
which is an open source server designed to process, edit and share geospatial data. I used
GeoServer because Tieto already had an instance of the server running and the server
matched the requirement for being open source and free. I uploaded the shapefiles and
the aerial image of the town to the GeoServer’s data directory together with the layer
style files. GeoServer provides an easy to use interface from which you can create a
workspace for a project and then add required data sources to import data from. Because
I used shapefiles I needed to add a shapefile data source before I could import them.
GeoServer’s data directory is the default directory for holding shapefiles and other data.
However the data directory can be configured to be anywhere where GeoServer can ac-
cess it. In Tieto it was a shared network directory to which I had been given rights to
write files. In the later part of the development I also had to add a PostGIS data source
to allow GeoServer to request features from a spatially enabled database. After I had
given the shapefile source I could import the shapefiles to GeoServer as layers and then
continue by uploading the SLD style files to the server as well. Uploading the styles was
a time consuming process, because of the changes I had to manually make for the files
to match the version GeoServer used for SLD files. GeoServer used the older version of
1.0 while Quantum GIS saved the SLD files using version 1.1. The changes in the XML
markup between the versions are quite big so I had to go through each SLD file line by
line and see how it is done in both versions and then apply the changes. At the time of
the development I could not find a proper working translator that could transform the
SLD file from 1.1 to 1.0. Once I got the styles uploaded successfully I could continue to
publish the layers.

At this stage of the project I only needed to publish layers using WMS. WMS protocol
is used to request a map image from a WMS server. The map image is an image, which is
composed of multiple vector or raster layers on top of each other and is requested using
the WMS GetMap operation. The request is formed from parameters that specify how
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the layers should be rendered on the server side and then send back to the client as an
image. Following parameters are mandatory for a WMS request.

• Service name

• Service version

• Request operation

• Layers

• Styles

• Coordinate reference system

• Bounding box

• Width

• Height

• Format

Service name and version states the name of service (WMS) and the version used. Request
operation is GetMap, which tells the server that we request images of the layers specified
by the names given in layers parameter. Layers can be rendered using a specified style
or they can be rendered using the servers default style. Coordinate reference system
specifies what projection will be used in the feature rendering process and bounding box
specifies the area inside, which we want the features from, based on the coordinates of
feature geometry object(s). Width and height specify the width and height of the output
image in pixels and format specifies the image output format for example PNG.

The WMS publish process is simple where the most important part is to specify the
bounding area of the layer and the coordinate reference system used. The bounding area
specifies the whole extent of the layer so when a WMS request comes from a client the
server knows what features it needs to render according to the bounding box parameter.
Coordinate reference system tells the server in what projection the features in the shapefile
are in so that the bounding box can be computed accordingly. GeoServer can also re-
project data from one coordinate reference system to another if the default reference
system is configured correctly. The coordinate reference system I used for the project was
ETRS-TM35FIN, which is the standard projection recommended by the Finnish Public
Administration. Once I had added all the necessary information, I selected the layer style
I wanted to use and finalized the publishing process. This was done for all of the layers I
wanted to publish using WMS.
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4.4 Publishing WFS

To publish features using WFS I had to first implement a database for storing the user
data and geographical features. I used Postgre database and its PostGIS extension that
are both free to use and are open source that was a requirement for the project. I stored
in to the database user specific information, such as personal information, information
about the user’s campaigns and the businesses that the user owned. The information was
stored in following five tables:

• Catalogue, which held all the businesses owned by users

• Address, which stores the user addresses and the addresses of businesses

• Owner, which held the actual user information

• Campaign, which was for storing campaigns owned by users

• Users, which hold the user login and password

The catalogue table was to be imported to GeoServer and then published for the
application as a vector layer using WFS. The addresses table was queried for businesses
from the application using an address as the parameter. The owner table consisted of
the personal information regarding the owners, such as first and last name, email, phone
number and the owner address id. The campaign table stored the campaigns created
by users. The campaigns could be linked to user businesses that meant the campaign
was currently active. Each business, which a user had on the map as POI could have
one campaign active at a time. The campaign table also held the source to the campaign
banner image, which would be displayed in the information window when user clicks on
a business on the map. The images were stored in a directory in the Apache web server.
The users table holds the login and password for each owner registered to the service.

To make it possible to import the data in the catalogue table as features to GeoServer,
the table first needed to contain a geometry column for storing geometry type, geometry
coordinates and the used coordinate reference system. The PostGIS extension makes it
possible to spatially enable a Postgre database and create the geometry column. Once
created the table can be uploaded to GeoServer using the GeoServer’s add PostGIS data
source. When done, GeoServer considers each row in the table to be a feature where
the geometry column represents the feature geometry and the rest of the columns are
feature attributes. Once I had imported the table to GeoServer I could publish it using
WFS. Web Feature Service is used for feature transactions between a client and server.
The data is usually converted to GML format, which is XML markup for describing a
feature. Other formats for encoding besides GML are for example GEOJSON, which
encodes the feature data into a JavaScript object, which is then transferred using JSON.
The actual layer publishing part is the same as it was using WMS. When a client requests
features from the server the server responds with the actual feature data that is encoded
using either the default GML encoding or a client specified encoding. It was necessary to
publish the features in catalogue table using WFS so that new features could be inserted
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and existing features could be deleted or updated from the client application. SQL views
can also be used as a feature source in GeoServer however this means that transactions
between the application and GeoServer are not available then.

4.5 Application programming

The application was done using NetBeans as Integrated Development Environment to-
gether with Apache Web Server. Both of them are open source and free to use. The user
interface was done using HTML and CSS and for the logic I used JavaScript and PHP. The
application could connect to the Postgre database through database layer that I created
using PHP. I also used PHP for saving session data and application state. The map widget
to the application was provided by using OpenLayers JavaScript –library. Because the
web application relied heavily on JavaScript I decided to use JQuery –library to ease and
simplify access to DOM. I used Ajax for transferring data between the database layer and
rest of the application. Ajax provides asynchronous data transfers between the server
and client meaning that once the server had processed the request it sends the result data
back, which is then processed by JavaScript. The application programming part itself
was divided to six phases that were following:

1. Create a raw user interface so that functionality could be tested during the program-
ming

2. Configure OpenLayers

3. Implement default user functionality

4. Implement owner functionality

5. Implement admin functionality

6. Finish the UI

The raw user interface was done so that the functionality implemented in the later
stages could be tested during the development. The UI for the normal user was used
as a base template for the owner and admin UIs, because they included the normal user
functionality as well. CSS styling for the raw UI mostly consisted of positioning div
elements to right locations on the web page to see if the design I had planned for the
application would work. Once the raw UI was done I could append the map in to the
application. This was done by specifying a HTML div element that was to be used as
the map canvas and where the layers and map controls were rendered to. The layers
can be requested by using WFS and WMS protocols. I requested the layers that I had
published earlier in GeoServer using the OpenLayers API. I imported the buildings and
parks layers as a single base layer, which was used as the default layer for the application.
The aerial image was used as the second base layer in to which users could switch to
using the layer switcher control in the application. The roads layer was a separate layer,
which users could toggle on and off for both base layers. The actual POI layer, which
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consisted of features in the catalogue table, was requested from GeoServer by using WFS
protocol. Because the features were imported as actual data instead of images, I could
utilize the feature attributes in the application. Once I had all the layers displayed on the
map I added map control elements so that users could pan the map, zoom in and out and
switch between layers.

For the normal users I implemented a filter which would display features according
to their business category attribute value. This was implemented by adding a filter to the
catalogue layer using the OpenLayers API. The filter would allow the layer object only
to request features based on the selected business categories. After I had implemented
the filter I began implementing the feature selection by mouse click. This was done
by registering a mouse event listener to the catalogue layer that would call the layers
“featureSelected” callback function, which held the code for creating an information
popup window for the selected business. The information consisted of the business
information and the campaign information provided that the business had an active
campaign. The campaign information had to be queried from the database directly
because the campaign information was in a separate database table. I later realized that
I could have used a SQL view data source in GeoServer to treat the records from a SQL
view as features. The catalogue and campaign tables could have been joined to form a
feature type, which would contain the columns from both tables as attributes. This would
have removed the need to directly query the database, because the data would have been
already available in each feature object. Once I had made it possible to select businesses
on the map I implemented a way for users to search for businesses on the map according
to the business address or name. The search function queries the database according
the search input and returns the businesses that either fully or partially matched the
input. When user selects an result from the list the map would automatically pan to the
businesses location according to the coordinates received from the query. Normal users
were also able to register to the service if they were entrepreneurs or login if they had
already registered. If a user applied for account to the service it was first to be accepted by
a service admin before the user could login as an owner. In the login process the database
is queried with the hashes extracted from the username and password and if a match is
found the user is then redirected to the owner use case page and the session is restarted
as an owner.

The owners had the same functionality as the default user with an addition for adding
their businesses on to the map. I made this possible by providing a sub view for creating
new businesses. The owner would first input the information for the business they were
going to add on the map. After the information was inserted the owner could mouse
click on a location on the map, which would create a new empty feature with a geometry
object according to the geometry type specified in the catalogue table’s geometry column.
Because the catalogue table used geometry type point, the feature was created with a
geometry object of type point. The business information was included to the feature
as feature attributes and the features was saved to the database using WFS transaction,
which inserts the feature to the Postgre through GeoServer. The owners could also create
and add campaigns to their businesses from the same sub view where the businesses
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were added from. The campaigns were inserted to the database campaign table where
they could be referenced by features by having the campaign ID as an attribute. Because
the campaign could contain an image as a campaign banner I had to create a way for
users to add images from their own computers. I did not want to use flash based file
upload so I implemented the file uploading using the FileReader API in JavaScript. This
is only available in Firefox, Chrome and Safari web browsers. The FileReader loaded
an image from the client’s computer and was then send to a server-side PHP script for
validation. The final functionality I implemented for the owner use case was an editing
sub view for the campaigns and businesses owned by the user. The view would list all
the campaigns and businesses owned by the user. The owner could select an item from
the list, which would open the editing view where all the business information could be
changed. Businesses could also be relocated on the map from the same view by dragging
a business to its new location. When the drag event stopped, the coordinates for the
business were updated by using WFS transaction.

The admin implementation was done in two parts. First I had to create a sub view
and functionality for the admin to browse through all pending registrations, which were
saved in a temporary table in the database. These registrations could be either accepted
or declined by the admin. I did the user acceptance by creating a Postgre PL/SQL
procedure, which would move the accepted user’s information from the temporary table
to the users and owners tables. If a user was rejected the users information was then
removed from the temporary table. Once a user registration was accepted the user could
login to the application as owner. Second part of the implementation was to create a
management view where the admin could manage all the existing users, user businesses
and campaigns. I did this by creating a search tool, which could be used to query database
according to users name, company name or personal id. The query results were displayed
on an autocomplete list if a matching or partially matching user was found. The user
could then be selected from the list and displayed in a more detailed view. Once a user
was selected the database was queried with the user’s id and the application received back
the detailed information regarding the user and the businesses and campaigns owned
by the user. For the user removal I created another Postgre PL/SQL procedure, which
would remove all information tied to the user from the database as well as remove the
images associated with user’s campaigns. User businesses could also be removed or
relocated from the admin’s map view, which had a toolbar for the admin actions. If a
business was relocated the feature’s coordinates were updated to the database by using
WFS transaction.

The final part of the project was to finish the UI. Finalizing the UI consisted of adding
CSS styles for all elements and rethinking and doing some of the UI ideas and imple-
mentations that were not considered to be user friendly by the project manager and me.
I added different CSS classes for different mouse events on elements, such as menu ele-
ments and self-created buttons. I also changed how the businesses were presented on the
map. Originally they were just plain points, which changed size when hovered over or
clicked. I decided to add graphics to the points according to the feature category attribute
value. For example, if a feature’s category attribute value was “clothing” the feature
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would be displayed as an image of a t-shirt instead of a plain point. I also added rules to
the way features were sized at different zoom levels, because originally the feature size
on the map stayed constant no matter the zoom level. After the final UI was final testing
for the application was done.

The web application testing was done so that each use case was only considered to
be done after it was tested first by the project manager. This was done in the weekly
meetings where we went through what was new from last meeting and reviewed and
tested the application. We also discussed about improvement suggestions, which were
raised during the testing, and we discussed about application development in general.
Most of the problems that were raised, aside from found bugs, were connected to the
overall user experience and application usability.

4.6 Finding WMS and data sources

In the beginning of the practical training I was to find WMS and data sources for Tieto that
could be utilized in commercial use and in possible customer projects. I were to collect the
data sources to an excel sheet with links pointing to the found source. T and description
of what it contained and if there were any restrictions for using the data. For each WMS
source that I would find I was to create an HTML document that had OpenLayers map in
it. The map would display the WMS layers provided by the source and the map would
include a layer switcher to view through the layers. Decentralizing each source to its own
HTML document made it easier to create an index document, which would point to each
document and provide description of what layers it contained. The data sources were for
the most part found from different Finnish Public Administration service websites.

The most notable source for public statistics data was Statistics Finland, which exists
for the purpose of collecting data about the Finnish society. The statistics are published
as excel sheets, which makes them highly usable in software applications and enables
the data to be imported to for example Microsoft SQL Server. Statistics Finland also
collects links to statistics published by other Public Administration Services. Around
half of the statistics data are also available in English. For the WMS sources I found
out that there are not many free and public WMS provides in Finland that would meet
the requirement for being reliable service provider with high uptime. The ones that I
found are National Land Survey of Finland, Suomi.fi, Finnish Transportation Agency
and the Geological Survey of Finland. National Land Survey of Finland has published
all of its topographic data in May 2012. The data is free to use and can be used in
commerce. Currently the free version of data is only available for download as shapefiles
or raster images and is not available through WMS and WFS unless you sign a contract
with the NLS and pay for the service. Suomi.fi provides locations and information of
Finnish Public Administration offices through WMS. The service is free to use and only
require that name of the provider is mentioned if the service is used for commercial
use. Finnish Transportation Agency provides WMS layers for displaying information
regarding Finnish road and train network and the public transportation. Geological
Survey of Finland provides WMS layers regarding the Finnish ground soil and bedrock.
To use the service commercially you need to negotiate the terms of service first. Once I
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had gathered the data and WMS sources I created the Excel sheet, which contained the
descriptions for the services and what kind of information the source provided. For the
WMS sources I created the HTML documents and created the descriptions of what they
included. After everything was ready the results of the tasks were reviewed in the weekly
meeting.

4.7 Project management and documentation

At the beginning of the training in Tieto I was introduced to using Subversion for man-
aging the versioning of documentation and source code. I used a Subversion hosted by
Tieto, but I also created an account for Assembla, which offers 1GB of free space to setup
your own Subversion repository for use. The Subversion which Tieto provided could
only be accessed from Tieto’s network and connecting to the network using VPN from
my personal computer was not allowed. For this reason I created the Assembla account
so I could work on the project on my personal computer as well. Before I started using
the Subversion I was given an introduction to using it by the project manager. The intro-
duction consisted of how to connect to subversion, how to use it and why Subversion is
used. The training was held during a one working day and lasted approximately for two
hours followed by me completing independent training tasks given in the end of training
session.

I produced several documents during the GIS web application development that
were requested by the project manager. The documentation was done to introduce me to
what documentation is usually required form a project and what the documents should
contain. The documents I created were meant to be brief training documents and were
not expected to be tens of pages long with all the details and specifications that normally
would be required. Below is the list and explanation of the documentation that I was to
do during the GIS web application development project.

• Create project description

• List all possible risks that could cause problems for the project

• Create a time schedule

• Create a relational data model of the planned Postgre database

• Do a technology architecture schema

Project description was the first documentation I did regarding the GIS web applica-
tion development. Its purpose was to give a description of the application itself, what are
the use cases and who are the users and what technologies were used. I used the project
description in the later parts of the project as reference to what was expected from the
final product and if my application met those expectations.

The risk list was for anticipating possible setbacks that could affect the project com-
pletion or the practical training in general. The document listed the risks, what would be
the consequences for the project, how to avoid the risk and mitigation action in case risk
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came true. If a risk in the list would come to true I was to follow the mitigation actions
described in the document. The time schedule was done for the application programming
part of the project. I set the period to last from 11 of January to 5th of April on which I
were to demonstrate the application for the project group. I divided the time period in
to two week cycles and in the end of every week we examined the results of the cycle
together with the project group in the weekly meeting.

Because my web application was to use a database to store and retrieve information,
I was tasked to make a relational data model representing the database design I had
planned to use for the application. The relation data model would contain all the entities
their attributes, primary and foreign keys and relations. The database was to be designed
to follow the database normalization rules for 3.rd Normal for.

The last documentation I did regarding the project was a schema picture of the im-
plemented technologies in the project. This was done to present the technologies used
for the application development in the weekly meeting. The schema also explained how
the different technologies communicated which each other. The schema was also used
in cases when I ran in to problems during implementation of a technology and would
require assistance. The picture provided a more visual means to explain the problem to
people who do not know the implementation.
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5 Theoretical and practical knowledge and skills acquired in
the course of his/her professional practice.

The knowledge and skills that I acquired during the practical training relate to general
project work and management as well as software development. I know what documents
are normally produced during a project and what they should include in general. By
creating some of these documents I now understand better the time-scheduling process
and have understanding of what I can achieve with my current knowledge in a pre-defined
time period. I know how to prepare better for problems, which might occur during a
project and plan a mitigation action for them. Introducing me to using Subversion to
manage source code and documentation versioning is a good to know skill to have in
future projects, since it provides a good way to keep all project important files in the same
location and manage the events occurring in the repository, such as alterations done by
users and what was imported and exported.

In the field of software development I acquired knowledge in developing GIS ap-
plications using web technologies and OpenLayers –library for JavaScript. I also know
how to create map layers that can be utilized in GeoServer and published to be used
in a application. Knowledge in GeoServer, PostGIS, and map creation, as well as gen-
eral knowledge in GIS application development, enables me to develop GIS applications
using other technologies as well. The GIS web application project improved my skills
and knowledge in using JavaScript, HTML and CSS, and PHP. Even though I did not
leverage OOP much in the web application, I still went through the process of learning
it during the project. Knowledge in OOP in JavaScript also makes it easier to under-
stand the OpenLayers API. This is because in my opinion the documentation provided by
OpenLayers is not user friendly especially for new users and you get to understand the
API better when you go through the OpenLayers object prototype chain for example in
Firebug. I know now how to work better with SQL databases with PHP by using prepared
statements and parametritized queries. I also know how to create basic access authenti-
cation for functions based on user groups. During the UI designing phase I learned that
implementing a design that would work on different browsers and different resolutions
can be quite difficult. Working with different browsers and browser versions in general
can cause a lot of trouble in web application development and some functionality might
need to be implemented for several different browsers and browser versions. Using the
Postgre as the database for the project made me learn the SQL syntax for Postgre as well
as Postgre PL/SQL for creating procedures. Postgre is widely used SQL server software
so knowledge in using it is very useful.
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6 Knowledge and skills the student were missing in the course
of his/her professional practice

In the beginning of the training I had no previous knowledge in Geographical Information
Systems and their development. This included the theory, practical knowledge and
technologies that were used in GIS development. I was also not at a sufficient level
in programming and software development to be integrated in to an ongoing customer
project. This is why it was decided that I would create my own GIS project to gain
knowledge in GIS and software development. I also had no previous experience working
in a project that would be managed and supervised by somebody else than me or a
student colleague of mine. I had not previously produced all of the documentation that
was required, so I was introduced to what the documents normally contain and what I
documents I should include in my project. The usage of Subversion was also something
that I had not done before, so I needed introduction for that subject as well. My previous
knowledge in UI designing was also very minimal as was my experience in creating
user-friendly and usable applications.
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7 Results achieved in the course of his/her professional prac-
tice and the general assessment of them

The GIS web application was the result of the practical training period in Tieto. I com-
pleted all the functionality that I set for the project in the project description and the
application works intended. The application fulfilled the requirements for being devel-
oped using open source software and it utilized OpenLayers for implementing the map.
The commercial idea for the application is that in order to register to the service as owner,
a small entry fee would be required. Problems for the project were that I had set the
project scope to be too large compared to the time that would be spent on the project.
This meant that in order to finish all of the functionality that was set, I had to rush the
application development a little bit. The current state of the application is that it is a good
foundation on which I can start adding additional features and improvements. The most
crucial improvement subject would the security of the web application. Even though the
application does not store secretive information about the users and their businesses, such
as credit card information or vital business information, I would still implement HTTPS
for securing the data transfers to keep them safe from different security intrusions. An-
other subject that would require improvements would be the user friendliness of the web
application. Most of the suggestions that I was given during the project’s weekly reviews
were mostly connected to making the web application easy to use for all users. If the
application was to be used by a large user base, it would need to be simple enough that
everyone can use it without getting frustrated. This could be avoided by looking up how
industry leaders, such as Google, have done their web based application. People are used
to the way how Google Maps is used, so unless you don’t have a new and innovative way
to do map applications, you should follow the usability model of Google Maps. Now
that I have more knowledge in OOP in JavaScript, I would refactor the application code
to more object oriented way. This same applies for the PHP as well.

The project itself was very interesting and the support received from Tieto was very
good throughout the training period. Even though my web application did not focus
on business intelligence, GIS applications are used for understanding business data in
different organizations. I was given introduction to what Business Intelligence is and I
was shown some example software and what their use was. Considering that the practical
training period lasted 50 days, I would say that I learned much during that time period. I
have the source code of the web application for myself and I have the same development
environment on my personal computer as it was in Tieto, which means that I can continue
the web application development if I desire. Overall the practical training period was a
success.
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